


OUR HISTORY
SPLIT was born out of the shared passion of three friends and wine lovers, who often felt like drinking a glass of wine 

but couldn’t because the logistics of consumption weren’t easy, their tastes differed or simply because it wasn’t available.

With that in mind, they tried to find solutions, which were better adapted to a modern lifestyle, 
allowing for a personalised wine drinking experience suiting everyone’s needs.

They found the perfect solution: a ready-to-drink plastic wine cup, 187ml in size, unbreakable, easy to carry 
and which guarantees an almost identical wine drinking experience as with a traditional wine glass.

In a segment as specific as the wine sector, they were lacking the knowledge to move forward with the project. 
They then decided to associate themselves with a family linked to the wine sector for the past 15 generations.

From this union of young entrepreneurs with Vinihold and Barão do Vilar came SPLIT, a brand that combines 
innovation and tradition and aims to ensure that quality wine can be consumed anytime and anywhere!

SPLIT
MY WINE. MY WAY!



How many times have you felt like drinking wine but you couldn’t, or it simply just didn’t make sense to open a bottle?

Our answer: SPLIT

WINE BY THE GLASS that allows you to enjoy wine wherever and whenever you feel like it.
WINE BY THE GLASS served in just the right amount to allow you to enjoy a red wine while your friend drinks white.

WINE BY THE GLASS packaged in an innovative format that preserves intact all the qualities of the wine.
SPLIT offers you a wide selection of young, easy to drink wines which are full of character.

Ideal to enjoy the simple moments in life!

CONCEPT



UNBREAKABLE
Ideal when using glass isn’t safe, 

such as in a pic nic with your kids, 
a crowded event or a boat ride

PRÁTICO DE ARRUMARLOGÍSTICA SIMPLES

MENOR DESPERDÍCIOINQUEBRÁVEL

ABERTURA FÁCILLIBERDADE DE ESCOLHA

RECICLÁVEL

DOSE IDEAL

FÁCIL DE TRANSPORTAR
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE
You can taste a red                             

while your partner drinks White               

LESS WASTE
A glass whenever you feel like it

No compromise

RECYCLABLE
SPLIT is eco-friendly

SIMPLE LOGISTICS
Simplifies wine consumption
Faster serving and cleaning

optimization

IDEAL SERVING
187ml is the equivalent to 1/4
of a standard bottle of wine

EASY TO STORE
SPLIT cups stack perfectly

Great for space

EASY TO OPEN
The vacuum-seal lid is 

easy to remove

EASY TO CARRY
Take your wine glass everywhere 
Fits in your pocket or a handbag  



SPLIT is the perfect Wine By The Glass to enjoy the simple moments in life.

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, 
no worries or complex logistics, whether you want to party or relax, 

wether you feel like having just one glass of wine or trying a few different ones, 
even if you want white and your friends want red, this is the perfect concept for you!

Put on a swimsuit, grab a cooler, pack it with SPLIT and enjoy a lovely day at the beach!

Go to see your favorite band in concert and enjoy SPLIT to the sound of the music. 

Invite your friends over for an afternoon barbecue and offer them SPLIT.
Share the moment with your friends with wine suited to everyone’s taste.

Or simply relax while you read a book and enjoy a glass of SPLIT.

With SPLIT, go wherever your imagination takes you!

WHERE TO CONSUME





One of SPLIT’s main objectives is to allow you to enjoy quality wines wherever and whenever you like!

Thus, through a rigorous selection process, we offer you a range of young wines with character and easy drinking ap-
peal. A wide range of styles including monovarietal wines from internationally recognized varietals 

to traditional Portuguese “blend” wines from major wine regions.

Refreshing wines with great aromas, ideal for the simple moments in life.

WINE RANGE

SPLIT
MY WINE. MY WAY!



Coming soon...



100% Touriga Nacional, derived from a single vineyard 
in the Vilariça Valley, in the Upper Douro.

Under a tightly controlled ripening period, the grape was harvested avoiding 
over-ripening in order to maintain the freshness of the variety. A vivid violet-red 
color with predominant aromas of red fruits, some violet floral scents and some 

balsamic notes. The mouth is elegant and lively, with notes of cherry, 
and guides us to a balanced and fresh finish.

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:

Barão de Vilar

Douro

Álvaro van Zeller

Touriga Nacional

13,0%

DOURO



A wine from our monovarietal range and one of the most recognised 
varieties in the world. Cabernet Sauvignon thrives in the ideal growing 

conditions of Southern Portugal where long sunshine hours and 
proximity to the Atlantic produce ripe yet balanced wines.

From vinyards planted on unique sand and sandstone soils, the wine underwent a 
process of alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tanks at controlled temperature. 

Garnet in color with a profile that points more to ripe fruit such as blackcurrant. 
Slight balsamic notes. On the palate, full bodied with a soft, elegant touch. 

It’s a versatile, very refined red with a long finish.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:

Coop. Agrícola de Santo Isidro de Pegões

Península de Setúbal

Jaime Quendera

Cabernet Sauvignon

13,%



A blend of native Portuguese grapes Fernão Pires, 
Arinto and also Moscatel, grown on the unique sand and 

sandstone soils of the Setubal Province, just South of Lisbon.

During its conception, the freshness of the grapes was carefully 
maintained: the grapes were harvested early to prevent over-ripening 

and fermentation was conducted at low temperatures. Pale lemon 
yellow in color with an intense, fresh, fruity scent. 

On the palate it is light and crisp with good balance and a mouth-watering finish.

WHITE

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:

Coop. Agrícola de Santo Isidro de Pegões

Península de Setúbal

Jaime Quendera

Fernão Pires, Arinto e Moscatel

12,2%



One of our single variety wines. It’s a well-known white grape variety, internationally 
recognized, originating from a former and nearly extinct grape called Gouais Blanc, 

and member of the Pinot family.

Produced in sandy soils, the grapes were harvested at dawn in order to maintain the 
aromatic freshness. After short skin maceration at a low temperature, the wine was 

fermented in stainless steel vats at a controlled temperature. 

It delivers a citric color with hints of light perception of green fruit, some mineralit 
and a very attractive freshness. In the mouth, the volume and the smoothness give 

the set a persistent and pleasant end.

CHARDONNAY

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:

-

Península de Setúbal

Jaime Quendera

Chardonnay

12,7%



MOSCATO

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:

Coop. Agrícola de Santo Isidro de PegõesReg. 

Origem: Península de Setúbal

Jaime Quendera

Moscato

13,5%

Our last launch and a wine that is out of the box of our current range. Made 100% of 
portuguese Moscatel de Setúbal grapes, this wine is mainly differentiated from the 
others for its intense sweet flavors. Moscato has one of the most unique smells, so 

unique that wine enthusiast often describes it as “Muscat Aroma”.

The name originates from Italy, but the Muscat grape may be one of the oldest cul-
tivated varieties in the world. The freshness of the grapes was carefully maintained 

and fermentation was conducted at low temperatures.  

The wine delivers a citrine color with intense varietal aromas of peach, citrus flowers 
and nectarine. Light bodied, sweet, very pleasant to drink at anytime, anywhere.



This is another typical portuguese blend of the grapes Castelão, Aragonês, Touriga 
Nacional and syrah. SPLIT Rosé was produced in Peninsula de Setubal, a region just 

south of Lisbon, characterized for its unique sand and sandstones soils. 

During its conception, the freshness of the grapes was carefully maintained: 
the grapes were harvested early to avoid over-ripening and 

fermentation was conducted at low temperatures. 

It offers a pale pink color with a fresh fruiy scent (strawberry, gooseberry, 
pomegranate), pleasant, with a good balance and a lingering mouth.

ROSE

12,5%

Producer:

Region of Origin:

Winemaker:

Variety:

Alcoholic Strenght:



SPLIT comes in a new form of packaging, in a ready-to-drink glass. The secrets of its design are based on the glass, 
specially developed for this purpose. The process of blanketing and the film which, through heat sealing, 

creates a perfect vacuum and keeps the characteristics of the wine intact.

CO2 STABILITY
Preservation of Freshness.

SEALING CAP
Sealing process at elevated temperatures ensures 

a long lifetime of the product and easy opening. 
Waterproof glass, practical to carry anywhere.

PROTECTED BY INERT GASES
The wine is kept under inert gas during the production 

process. This method guarantees an oxygen 
residual rate of less than 0,5mg/l. 

PERFECTLY PRESERVED QUALITY
The wine remains intact – from the texture, smell, 
taste test, among others – nor does it require any 

additive.

GLASS RIM
Developed taking into account the heat sealing, 

long lasting impermeability and especially the pleasant 
feeling in the mouth when drinking from the glass.

UNIQUE PACKAGING IN P.E.T.
Glass with multifaceted features: unbreakable, 

transparent, secure and allows perfect 
preservation of the wine.

VACUUM
Rigorous process that makes the product hermetic 

Through the concavity of the film and the “pop” 
sound when opening it’s possible to verify the 

freshness and quality of the product.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY



Digital Marketing
Website/Social Media/

SEO / Others

One of SPLIT’s main missions is to become a wine-by-the-glass reference, not only in Portugal but around the World, 
ensuring that quality wine can be consumed anytime and anywhere. With this aim, we will give special attention to a 

close and constant communication with our clients to understand their needs and desires. 
We will also focus on developing an appealing and practical ‘carry case’ to ensure full portability of SPLIT.

As a way of promoting our brand and products, we  will use the following communication methods: 

X4 X20

Sale and publicity packaging formats 
Sale options

SPLIT PUBLICITY



CONTACTS
info@vinkowines.com

www.facebook.com/splitwine
www.splitwine.com


